Apple’s wildly popular compact music player
Some children’s __ like robots include microprocessors
A __ drive is basically a memory chip with a USB interface.
Draw attention to a point of discussion with a __ pointer
MP3 is one of the most popular __ formats along with CDs
__ computers are small, powerful, and light enough to go anywhere
__ from GM can help you unlock your car or call for help
New flat screen monitors can be either LCD or __
With TiVo, you can __ and playback your favorite TV shows
With a __ and the internet, you can have a videoconference
New __ cameras eliminate the need for film or waiting for processing
A satellite __ is the only kind that will work in the middle of __
A __ can take any document and digitize it to send over the internet
Whether __ or mounted in a car, GPS can keep you from getting lost
With voice over __ technology, you can call without using your phone
__ DVD players can be used on aircraft and are less expensive now
__ can be laser, ink jet, bubble jet, or thermal
You can network your whole house with __ technology
Organize your notes and schedule on a Personal Digital __
Just about everyone has a __ __ these days
An __ Locator Transmitter is useful when visiting remote areas
DirecTV gives you tons of channels using __ technology
Some new __ remotes can now program themselves
Get your email over a cell phone connection with a __
High __ TV provides incredible sound and picture quality
Fishermen can find the best places to try with a __ __
__ __ technology amplifies available light in low light conditions
Gamers love the __, Xbox and the new PSP
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